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Use Mass Text Advertising to Get Profits for Your 

Business Venture 

 
By: Jeff Elliss 

 

Text advertising is an extremely useful marketing strategy, especially when you're focusing on teenagers 

and adults. Plenty of firms might include SMS advertising as a top advertising approach in their general 

promotional program. Mass text advertising could also be utilized to promote new services and products 

and acquire new customers. 

The SMS market is developing exponentially all over the world. With this development comes various 

industry trends that give the greatest relevance on text messaging services. Then again, the trouble is in 

the unbalanced advancement of cellphone service providers. Many of them determine that they've taken 

on more than they could handle. For that reason, their offerings don't satisfy their customers' demands, 

which makes both the service providers as well as the subscribers suffer. 

Simply speaking, it is important for you to select an experienced service provider if you want to include 

SMS advertising in your general promotional program. You should contract a carrier that could match both 

your present and potential business requirements. 

Mass text advertising may just be the most timely of all the marketing tactics available today. Everyone 

has become attached to their cellphones, and any sort of marketing that could reach out to them through 

this particular medium has got the potential to achieve favourable outcomes. Furthermore, SMS 

advertising doesn't count on a particular location to do its job. In contrast to outdoor signboards and print 

advertisements that are situated in certain locations, text messages reach individuals irrespective of 

where they may be at any moment. Moreover, bulk text advertising is cost-effective; transmitting text 

messages to people does not put a hole in your finances. Although you forward SMS messages to a lot of 

folks, it will still be less costly in comparison to conventional marketing tactics. 

An additional selling point of text advertising is the fact that you provide your clients with the opportunity to 

respond instantaneously. Because they now have the means to answer your SMS messages, they might 

give you feedback in just a short time. Moreover, utilising text advertising lets you customise your text 
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messages for a particular target market. Even if you send out your message to a group of recipients, they 

will nevertheless feel as if they have been singled out as well as picked for a special offer. 

But you need to bear in mind that text message advertising does not work for all marketing efforts. 

Different aspects change the efficiency of this advertising approach. These components include the offer's 

nature, your selected industry and also the value of the service to the clients. When these factors don't 

line up, bulk text advertising may not deliver the very best results. 

Another reason why bulk text advertising does not permit several organisations to attain good results is 

because they can't locate a carrier that offers this special service. You must collaborate closely with your 

service carrier to make this tactic succeed. If not, you may fail to produce revenues, plus your investments 

would be for nothing. 

In summary, text advertising can work favorably on your behalf in terms of the following tasks: launching a 

service or product, bolstering a brand name, reminding customers that your enterprise could provide 

specific services and products for them, publicizing loyalty programmes, giving special deals to dedicated 

purchasers and also obtaining data for polls and surveys. If employed the right way, all of these activities 

could improve your business and raise your profits. 

 

About Profitera Corporation Sdn. Bhd. 

Profitera Corporation is a leading technology provider of Revenue Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency 

Management Software Solutions. With offices in Malaysia, Singapore, the US and Partners in Asia, Middle East and 

Europe, Profitera provides solutions to help its Customers focus on their Clients and optimize Profits throughout 

their Revenue and Profitability Lifecycle. As experts in Revenue Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency 

Management, Profitera continuously brings real-time scalable technology to the doorstep of its Customers to help 

reduce Bad Debt and improve Profitability. 

 

Enterprise Revenue Collections & Debt Recovery Software Systems 

SMS Notification and 2-way SMS Interaction software platform 

Data Management and Software Integration Services 

Data Analysis, OLAP and Multi-dimensional Cubes for Online Interactive Reporting 

 


